DAILY BASIS ASSIGNMENT
Class: VI

Date:22.04.2020

Day: Wednesday

Subject : English

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTIONS
From the given alternatives, select the most appropriate choice to fill in the blanks :
1. -------------------- is a stage without any worry .
(a) Teens
(b) Poverty
(c) Childhood
(d) Aged
2. The-------------of geese flew in the sky.
(a) Gaggle
(b) Fleet
(c) Herd
(d) None of the above
3. ----------------- was the first lady Prime Minister of India .
(a) Sonia Gandhi
(b) Indira Gandhi
(c) Kasturba Gandhi
(d) Priyanka Gandhi
4. Einstein was famous for his ----------------.
(a) Intelligence
(b) Loyalty
(c) Diplomacy
(d) Creativity
5. ----------------- is a great virtue.
(a) Obey

(b) Obedience

(c) Obedient

(d) Obeying

MATHS
1. Hindu-Arabic numeral for XC is
a. 90
b. 40
c. 15
d. 60
2. Which one is wrong?
a. XC
b. XL
c. XIX
d. XXXX
3. Successor of 4- digit smallest number is
a. 1001
b. 1100
c. 1010
d. 1000
4. 1 lakh = __________thousand
a. 10
b. 100
c. 1000
d. 110

5. On dividing the successor of 4-digit greatest number by 5-digit smallest
number, we get the quotient
a.100
b. 10
c. 1
d. 0

SUBJECT—PHYSICS

DATE/DAY –22-4-2020/WEDNESDAY\

MULTIPLE CHOICE QUESTION (SELECT THE RIGHT OPTION) ;
1. The girth of a tree is measured by
a) ruler b) measuring tape c) measuring rod d) any of these
2. A spinning top exhibit -------------- motion.
a) rectilinear b) rotational c) circular d) periodic
3.No movement, no change in position ,body is said to be a
a) rectilinear motion b) motion c) rotational motion d) rest
4.A bullet fired from a gun exhibits ------------ motion.
a) rectilinear b) rotational c) circular d) periodic
5.Which of the following motion is not exhibited by earth ?
a) rectilinear b) rotational c) circular d) periodic

Daily Basis Assignment No:- 3
Class: - 6th

Subject: -Chemistry

Date - 22/04/2020
Day - Wednesday

Multiple Choice Question (MCQ)

1. Which one of the following does not dissolve in water ?
(a) Alum
(b) Washing powder
(c) Chalk powder
(d) Blue vitriol
2. One of the following liquids is immiscible with water , this one is-

(a) Vinegar
(b) Glycerine
(c) Lemon juice
(d) Kerosene
3. Which one of the following materials is not used for making cooking utensils?
(a) Copper
(b) Lead
(c) Stainless steel
(d) Aluminum
4. The hardest natural material know as (a) Wood
(b) Teeth
(c) Stone
(d) Diamond
5. Which one of the following is a soft material?
(a) Cotton
(b) Iron
(c) Diamond
(d) Wood
Daily Basis Assignment
Date-22/04/2020

Class -6

Multiple choice questions:

1. The leaves of one of the following is not eaten as food
a) mustard b) mango c) cabbage d) lettuce
2. One of the following is a carnivore. This one is :
a) monkey b) bear c) elephant d) lion
3. Which part of its parent plant is potato which we eat as vegetable?
a) Stem b) root c) branch d) bud
4. One of the following animals takes only liquid food. This animal is :
a) vulture b) squirrel c) lizard d) butterfly
5. Which one of the following foods is not a root of its parent plant?
a) carrot b) radish c) onion d) turnip

Subject-Biology

SUBJECT: SST
1 . Who

is the father of History?

a ) Banabhatta

2

b) Herodotus

c)Kalidas d)Harsha

. Handwritten accounts of the ancient times on the metal plates

a Inscription b)Manuscripts c)Edicts

3

.Pilgrims who wrote an account of his visit to India

a Menander b) Chandragupta

4

c) Hiuen Tsang d) Fahien

. Study of past record of people , places and events is called

a Biography b) Prehistory

5

d)Books

c) History

d) Geography

. Clues that help in putting the past together

a Biography b) Topography c) Sources

d) Hints

SUBJECT: Computer
Multiple choice questions (select the correct one):1. HAL stands for
a) Human Anatomy Language
b) Human Access Language
c) Human Access Length
d) None of these
2. FORTRAN, ALGOL, COBOL are examples of which language?
a) Assembly Language
b) High Level Language
c) 4th-generation Language
d) None of these

3. HTML, JAVA, Smalltalk etc. are examples of which language?
a) Assembly Language
b) High Level Language
c) 4th-generation Language
d) None of these
4. Machine Language is the example of _______ Generation of Programming
Language.
a) 1st
b) 3rd
c) 5th
d) None of these
5. Natural Language represents the _______ Generation of Programming Language.
a) 2nd
b) 3rd
c) 5th
d) None of these
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